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The Rats Who Sniff Out
Tuberculosis
About nine million new cases of TB are
diagnosed worldwide every year, a quarter of
them in Africa. Africa also has the highest TB
death rate per head of population. Methods
for disease diagnosis have come a long way.
However, better ways of detecting TB are
badly needed in southern Africa, the
epicentre of the TB epidemic. The African
giant pouched rat can be trained to sniff out
tuberculosis more accurately than most lab
tests.
Read More on The Guardian
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How Satellites Are Used to
Monitor Climate Change
Since the launch of the first weather satellite in 1959, Earth
observation satellites have proven to be vital tools for climate
research. Hundreds of kilometres above the Earth’s surface, a vast
network of satellites is collecting data to help us better understand
the climate system. Satellites have certain advantages in the way
that the data are collected as compared to human practice on the
ground.
Read More on CarbonBrief
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Tackling the Silent Killers of Children
For children across South Asia, enteric and diarrheal diseases continue
to be a major cause of mortality and illness in children. Enteric and
diarrheal diseases are associated with a variety of illnesses: severe
watery diarrhea; inflammation of the intestinal lining that can lead to
dysentery, or leakiness of the gut lining; and a bacterial invasion from
the gut that causes typhoid fever.
Many enteric infections remain silent killers because the tools to
diagnose them are not widely available in poor environments, leading
to lack of recognition of their global burden. Salmonella typhi, the
bacteria responsible for typhoid fever is one of these silent and
neglected infections, and affects millions of people every year.
Read More on Devex

Ford Spent $40 Million to Reshape
Asbestos Science
Over the past decade 109 physicians, scientists and academics
from 17 countries have signed legal briefs affirming that
asbestos in brakes can cause mesothelioma. The World Health
Organization and other research and regulatory bodies
maintain that there is no safe exposure level for asbestos and
that all forms of the mineral — including the most common
one, chrysotile, found in brakes — can produce mesothelioma.
Worries about brakes as a source of disease go back decades.
Brake dust unleashed by mechanics contained significant
amounts of asbestos.
Read More on The Center for Public Integrity

Psychosocial Effects of an Ebola
Outbreak at Individual, Community
and International Levels
The 2013–2016 Ebola outbreak in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra
Leone was the worst in history with over 28,000 cases and
11,000 deaths. Ebola is a traumatic illness both in terms of
symptom severity and mortality rates. Those affected are likely
to experience psychological effects due to the traumatic course
of the infection, fear of death and experience of witnessing
others dying. Survivors can also experience psychosocial
consequences due to feelings of shame or guilt, and
stigmatization or blame from their communities.
Read More on WHO
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Brokers of Junk Science?
Peer-reviewed journals are among a select group of medical titles
indexed by the National Institutes of Health, and they belong to
international associations whose members pledge to uphold ethical
and scientific standards. But the titles come at a price: an issue of
Critical Reviews retails for $372, while an annual subscription to
Regulatory Toxicology costs $275. Critics claim that these two
journals are purveyors of "junk science" — containing misleading,
industry-backed articles that threaten public health by playing
down the dangers of well-known toxic substances such as lead and
asbestos. The articles often are used to stall regulatory efforts and
defend court cases.
Read More on Vice News

UK Emissions Fall Again After Record
Drop in Coal Use in 2015
The UK’s CO2 emissions fell by 4.3% in 2015 on the back of the
largest recorded annual drop in coal use. The reduction would
leave UK CO2 emissions 31.5% below 1990 levels. The fall in
coal use also takes UK consumption to its lowest level in
records stretching back to the start of the industrial revolution.
The fall in coal consumption since 2012 is a result of several
factors including: coal plants closing, burning wood pellets
instead of coal, and falling wholesale electricity prices and the
rising carbon floor price.
Read More on CarbonBrief
Read Also on CarbonBrief

US Installed 7.3GW of Solar Power
in 2015
The US enjoyed another record year of solar deployment. While
California continued to dominate deployment, a number of other
states have entered the fray with Utah climbing from 23rd in 2014
to seventh in 2015 and Georgia climbing from 16th to eighth. The
top five states were California, North Carolina, Nevada,
Massachusetts and New York. The US solar market remains
concentrated in key states, with the top 10 states accounting for
87% of installed capacity in 2015. But growth has been
widespread, and 24 of the 35 states that we track individually saw
market growth in 2015.
Read More on SEIA
March 10, 2016
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What Makes a Country Dangerous
for Aid Workers?
Last year an AC-130 gunship operating for the US Air Force made
five bombing runs over a nondescript hospital in the city of Kunduz,
Afghanistan. Typically loaded with Gatling cannons, howitzers and
Hellfire missiles, the AC-130 hit and destroyed the hospital’s
emergency wing. This wasn’t a military success, but one of the worst
attacks on humanitarian aid workers in history. Medecins Sans
Frontiere (MSF) reported that 14 of their staff members were killed,
along with at least 24 patients and four caretakers. This is only one
of many such incidents in recent years.
Read More on The Guardian

Sixteen Reasons to Campaign for
Women's Rights in 2016
Cows are given more rights than women in many parts of the
world. Even though they constitute half the population,
women's very existence can be under threat from the time
they are in the womb, especially in regions where people kill
or abandon baby girls. There is no doubt that once there are
more women in leadership roles, the value of a woman's life
will no longer be treated as less than that of a cow. We need to
improve women's rights in a variety of ways.
Read More on Huffington Post

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS HEALTH
Indigenous Activist Berta Cáceres
Assassinated in Honduras
Berta Caceres, the Honduran indigenous and environmental
rights campaigner, has been murdered, barely a week after she
was threatened for opposing a hydroelectric project. Her death
prompted international outrage at the murderous treatment of
campaigners in Honduras. Police told local media the killings
occurred during an attempted robbery, but the family said they
had no doubt it was an assassination prompted by Caceres’s
high-profile campaigns against dams, illegal loggers and
plantation owners.
Read More on The Guardian
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WEEKLYBULLETIN
QUOTE OF THE WEEK
Bill Gates is urging young people to engage with the energy challenge.
“You may be wondering what you can do to help. First, it’s important
for everyone to get educated about this energy challenge. Many young
people are already actively involved in climate and energy issues and
I’m sure they could use more help. Your generation is one of the most
globally minded in history, adept at looking at our world’s problems
beyond national borders. This will be a valuable asset as we work on
global solutions in the decades ahead.”
Read More on gatesnotes
Read More on The Guardian

EVENTSTABLE
DATE

CONFERENCE

LOCATION

REGISTER

Mar.
12-13

Global Health Simulation on Zika Virus

On-line

Mar.
12

Moving Forward Together: Advancing
Rehabilitation in a Global Context

Montreal
Canada

https://www.mcgill.ca

Apr.
8-9

Planetary Health Conference: Global Health and
Ecological Wellness

Toronto
Canada

http://ryerson.ca/fcs/conferences/

Apr.
16-17

Global Health and Innovation Conference

May
11-13

Interdisciplinary Thinking and Planning:
Sharing Good Practice and Learning New Ways
of Doing

May
13

Integrative Health Institute (IHI) Inaugural
Conference

May
13-15

Peace, Global Health and Sustainability
(PEGASUS)

May
17-20

International Congress on Integrative Medicine
and Health (ICIMH)

May
26-27

Indigenous Health Conference

@PlanetaryWeeky
March 10, 2016

@PlanetaryHealthWeeky

New Haven
USA

http://www.ghsim.com/e-sim

https://maestro

Prague
http://www.inter-disciplinary.net/
Czech Republic
Edmonton
Canada
Toronto
Canada
Las Vegas
USA
Toronto
Canada

Planetary Health Weekly

https://uofa.ualberta.ca/

http://www.pegasusconference.ca/

https://www.cvent.com/

http://www.cpd.utoronto.ca/

CONNECT WITH
Planetary Health Weekly
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Smouldering Progress in Tobacco Control
The State of Tobacco Control 2016 report of progress towards tobacco control in the USA, published by the
American Lung Association, showed a mixed picture. The report, which tracks yearly progress on key tobacco
control policies, found that only one state, Minnesota, scored an A for access to smoking cessation services.
Apart from the notable exceptions of North Dakota and Alaska, spending on programmes to prevent and reduce
tobacco use was poor throughout the USA. Although substantial progress has been made in reductions in
cigarette smoking in young people—rates of smoking in high school students fell by almost 42% since 2011—
almost a quarter of high school students reported using at least one tobacco product, and 50% of these used
two or more.
Read More on The Lancet
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Read More on Health Affairs
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Commentary: Salt and the Assault of Opinion on Evidence
The salt hypothesis:
The majority of papers that are against salt reduction are funded by the food or salt industry, just like the
tobacco industry did (or still does for that matter) for cigarettes. At the same time, there are also clearly strong
academic opinions and allegiance, confirmation and other academic bias supporting reduction of salt
consumption that can sometimes be worse than financial allurement.
Stronger evidence will hopefully help contain these epidemics of opinion.

Read More on Oxford Journals
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The Chief Public Health Officer's Report on
the State of Public Health in Canada, 2015:
Alcohol Consumption in Canada
Alcohol is a socially accepted part of everyday life for most Canadians. Almost 80 percent of us drink.
Many Canadians associate drinking with pleasurable social events such as music festivals, watching sports,
parties, and relaxing. Celebrations and milestones like weddings, anniversaries, and awards are often "toasted"
with alcohol.
Our society condones, supports, and in some cases promotes drinking such as through "drink of the day"
specials, sale prices on certain brands, and associating alcohol with fun and sophistication.
Although handled more like a food in Canada, alcohol is a mind-altering drug and there are health risks
associated with drinking. Our low-risk drinking guidelines do not mean that alcohol is harmless.
Read More on Government of Canada
March 10, 2016
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Ideas Worth Spreading
Under the rubric “Ideas worth spreading,” each year, the TED (Technology, Entertainment, and Design)
conference brings together a collection of the world’s most compelling, surprising, and original thinkers to
connect and explore the themes, factors, and forces shaping our world today – and pointing to our world of
tomorrow.
The theme of this year’s conference in Vancouver, British Columbia – which ran February 15-19 was “Dream.”
TED curators invited Climate Reality Chairman Al Gore to headline the “Nightmares” session. But instead of
focusing exclusively on the terrifying aspects of climate change, former Vice President Gore turned the topic on
its head, outlining why he’s optimistic and why – even in the face of rising seas and melting glaciers – we can
dare to dream of a safe and sustainable future planet.

Here are three ideas worth spreading from the talk.

1. Do we really have to change?
2. Can we change?
3. Will we change?
Read More on The Climate Reality Project
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Explaining midwifery in remote northern Quebec during a presentation, Ryerson Professor Vicki Van
Wagner explained the importance of local professional midwifery services, how communities are
achieving it, and its importance to the whole community (March 9, 2016).
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